MUSIC LICENSING AGREEMENT
The following information details the licensing arrangement we will have with you upon your
purchase of music produced by Ron Lawrence Music for licensing:
In return for your payment for each download in our library, you are granted a non-exclusive, nontransferable, lifetime license to use the music in synchronization within a specific audio or video
production, and to market and distribute that production world-wide. This ROYALTY-FREE
AGREEMENT applies to productions such as, but not limited to;
Local commercials; corporate audio-visual productions; convention audio-visual productions;
limited release movies and videos; local broadcasts.
THIS AGREEMENT DOES NOT APPLY TO MAJOR RELEASES for regional, national, or international
productions. For any MAJOR RELEASE production, a separate, negotiated agreement must be
made.
You are NOT permitted to share, re-sell, reproduce, or otherwise transfer the music itself to any
other individual or entity. Any attempt to do so will subject you to criminal prosecution. These
recordings are protected by the copyright laws of the United States and other countries who provide
for severe criminal penalties including fines, imprisonment and injunctive relief.
NOTE: You ARE permitted to sell and distribute your own projects CONTAINING music you
purchase from us.
Domestic and international broadcast of this music is cleared through ASCAP, whose revenues are
collected directly from broadcast station licensing, NOT from you as a producer. If your production
is to be broadcasted, you (or your broadcaster) are required to file a cue sheet with ASCAP (or the
performing rights society/organization in your country). There is no extra charge to you, the
producer.
Cue sheets should include the following.
TITLE: “Music Title Goes Here”
COMPOSER: Ron Lawrence (or other listed composer)
PUBLISHER: Ron Lawrence Music

NOTE; ALL MUSIC IN LICENSING SECTION HAS BEEN COMPOSED BY RON LAWRENCE OR IS IN
PUBLIC DOMAIN AND MAY BE LICENSED DIRECTLY FROM RON LAWRENCE MUSIC.
To prevent unauthorized re-use of the music and to protect you from liability, it is recommended that
the following disclaimer be included in each of your productions:
WARNING:
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THE MUSIC CONTAINED IN THIS PRODUCTION
IS SUBJECT TO CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
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All copyrights, licensing, duplication and distribution rights are held exclusively by
Ron Lawrence Music
972-423-8467
www.ronlawrencemusic.com
If you have any questions, please contact our office.
Ron Lawrence, Owner, Artist and Producer
Ron Lawrence Music
1548 Harrington Drive
Plano, Texas 75075

972-423-8467
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